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Asking for and getting 
information in a store

Making comparisons

Explaing problems with 
clothes

Making choices

Advertising and responding
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Brain Storming

Brain storm as many 
clothing vocabulary 
as possible
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tie
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jacket shirt
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pants sweater

skirt boots
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coat hat

gloves T-shirt
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shorts sandals

sunglasses
scarf
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A. Label the picture using the clothing vocabulary.

Jacket

pants

shoes

tie

shirt
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A. Label the picture using the clothing vocabulary.

hood

gloves

coat

hat

scarf

boots

sweater

skirt
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A. Label the picture using the clothing vocabulary.

shorts

sandals
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B. PAIR WORK. Make a list of the clothes your 
partner is wearing.

C. Listen, Circle the names of the clothes you hear



F: I like to wear casual clothes at home, a sweater and pants, but for 

work I always wear more formal things, like a dress and a jacket 

or a top and skirt.

tapescript 
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D. PAIR WORK Discuss. 
What clothes do you like to wear?



loose, 
relaxed fit

tight, 
snug

V-neck, 
feminine style

round neck, 
classic style

long sleeve, 
casual style

short sleeve, 
light top
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polka ['pɔlkə] dot 
(带波尔卡小圆点
的)

Word bank—designs: 

striped [straipt]
(条纹的) checked [tʃekt] 

            (方格的)

plaid [plæd] 
(彩格呢;彩格布 )

solid ['sɔlid] 
(立体图案的) flowered 

(带花的)
print [print] 
(印花的)
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Word bank—shoes: 

low heels [hi:l] (低跟的),
rounded toes [təu] (圆头的) laces(系带的)high heels(高跟的), pointed toes (尖头的)

Word bank—decorations: 

painted ['peintid]
 (彩绘的)embroidered 

[im'brɔidə]  (绣花的) beaded ['bi:did]  
(带珠子的)
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• dark (深色的
)

Word bank—colors: 

bright(明亮的)

pastel [pæs'tel]  
(柔和的)

light (浅色的)
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The girl is wearing a ___________ 
sweater, a pair of _________, a 
_____________________ and a 
_____________.

The boy is wearing a 
____________________________,
a _________________ and 
____________.  

white long
jeans

green beaded scarf
pink bag

long-sleeve printed T-shirt with hood

dark blue jacket
a cap

Exercise 1: Fill in the blanks.

Exercise 2: GROUP GAME Guess who 
is being described? 
Describe the clothes of one of your 
classmates in the above patterns and 
ask students to do some guessing.
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A. Listen to the advertisement for Warner’s 
Department Store, and write the number of the 
floor where you can find the following items.

4 1

2 3
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N: Men’s shirts

Shoes

T-shirts

Ladies’ clothes

M: Come to Warner’s this weekend for our super weekend sale. Men’s 

shirts on the fourth floor are up to 50% off original price. In the shoe 

department on the first floor, there are large reductions on most name 

brands including tennis shoes.

T-shirts for kids are two for one in children’s wear on the third floor.

And in the ladies’ department on the second floor, we are giving away, 

yes, that’s right, it’s free, a silk scarf worth $20 with every purchase over 

$100. So hurry down to Warner’s this Saturday and pick up a bargain!
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